PART A
2 Charleston Kicks
  DS Kick Toe Heel Touch(b)
  L     R     R     L
2 Basics (turn ¼ & ¾)
  DS RS DS RS
  L     RL    R     LR
(Turn to face your partner on the 1st basic, and then turn away from your partner on the 2nd basic and all the way to the back--
-- Drop hands on the 2nd basic, and rejoin once facing the back)
Simone Stomp
  DS DS Stomp Stomp Drag Slide
  L     R     L     R BOTH BOTH

Repeat all steps to front

PART B
2 Turkeys
  DS Drag Heel Snap Step DS RS Drag Heel Snap Step DS RS
  R     L     L     R     L     L     R     L     R
2 Airplanes
  DS RS RS RS (turn 360° left) DS RS RS RS (turn 360° right)
  L     RL    RL    RL                                       R     LR    LR    LR

CHORUS
2 Kentucky Drags
  DS Drag Step(xf) DS Drag Step(xf)
  L     L     R     L     L     R
Chain/Push Left
  DS RS RS RS
  L     RL    RL    RL
Hand Jive
  Slap knees x2, clap x2, hand over hand x2, switch hand over hand x2, fists tapping x2, Switch fists tapping x2, thumbs up Right x2 then Left x2

Repeat with opposite footwork
Do Hand Jive again.

PART A
  2 Charleston Kicks, 2 Basics (turn ¼ to partner, and ¾ to back), Simone Stomp, Repeat to front
PART B
  2 Turkeys, 2 Airplanes (turn full left then full right)
CHORUS
  2 Kentucky Drags, Chain/Push Left, Hand Jive, Repeat with opposite footwork, Hand Jive
PART A
  2 Charleston Kicks, 2 Basics (turn ¼ to partner, and ¾ to back), Simone Stomp, Repeat to front
PART B
  2 Turkeys, 2 Airplanes (turn full left then full right)
CHORUS
  Kentucky Drags, Chain/Push Left, Hand Jive, Repeat with opposite footwork, Hand Jive

ENDING
8 Basics
  First basic - face the front; 2nd basic - face your partner; 3rd & 4th basics - Right partner goes under Left partner's arm, and you change places (California Twirl) - end facing back:
  Repeat all 4 basics again to face front
2 Basics
  Simone Stomp
  Hand Jive